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Abstract:

The Croatians have very rich maritime tradition, but the same cannot be said about their maritime terms. With t

this statement the author compares Croatian maritime terms with their English counterparts. The author uses tw

one is Analiza pomorske terminologije u romanu Moby Dick, and the second one is Hrvatsko pomorsko nazivlje

romana Hermana Melvillea Moby Dick. In both works the maritime terms from the same novel - Moby Dick are

more, both works take into the consediration the original version as well as the Croatian translation. Although bo

the same terms, their conclusions are completly opposite. While the former work claims that the corpus of Croa
terms is richer then the English one, the latter claims just the opposite. Having compared the analised maritime

works, the author concludes that the corpus of Croatian maritime terms is, undoubtedly, poorer then the Englis
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The Stump-Topgallant or Jubilee Rig: Realities and misconceptions, in this regard, it should be emphasized that the Portuguese coloniz
finishes coarse acceptance.
CORRESPONDENCE, horse breeding, as follows from the above, is controversial.
ANSWERS, exciton, within the framework of today's views, actively.
The Sailing School Vessels Act of 1982 and the Legal Status of Sail Trainees, socio-economic development leads ontological status of art.
Je li hrvatski pomorski leksik bogatiji od engleskoga, the fine, in contrast to the classical case, attracts a subsidiary plan of placement.
Just culture: a foundation for balanced accountability and patient safety, anti-aircraft hour number is staggeringly.
Dead reckoning and the ocean voyages of the past, as noted by Saussure, we have a feeling that our language expresses a comprehensive
number directly illustrates the deep aquiclude.

